Cameron Mitchell Restaurants improve dining
experience with Antimicrobial Acrylic
safety shield replacements
A CASE STUDY FROM PLASKOLITE

BACKGROUND
Starting with a single Columbus, OH restaurant in 1993, Cameron Mitchell
Restaurants has grown to 36 restaurants and 16 different concepts with
locations in 12 states plus the District of Columbia. The company also
manages and co-owns a sister company, Rusty Bucket Restaurant &
Tavern which features 22 locations.

SITUATION
The COVID-19 safety shields installed at the beginning of the pandemic
began to show wear typical of 1st generation barrier installations. While
still functional in preventing the spread of airborne particles, aesthetically
these sheets showed the wear and tear associated with daily customer
interaction.
Due to harsh cleaning protocols used on the 1st Generation of acrylic, the
polymer chains of the acrylic began to break down and display noticeable
web-like cracks.
Additionally, as more research on the transmission of COVID-19 has
been published, new thinking regarding safety shields and barriers has
emerged. Safety shields can help prevent the spread of airborne illnesses
by creating a physical shield between people, but they also present a
surface for microorganisms such as bacteria, mold and fungi to live.
Without continual cleaning bacteria and mold can grow on the sheet
causing new health and safety issues.

CRITICAL NEED
Cameron Mitchell Restaurants needed to
increase the effectiveness of their safety
shields by preventing microorganism growth
on the sheet surface and increase the visual
appeal of the sheet by eliminating scratching
and crazing caused by rigorous cleaning.

SOLUTION
Cameron Mitchell Restaurants chose to replace their 1st generation
safety shields with AMGARD™ SR Antimicrobial and Scratch Resistant
Acrylic Sheet manufactured by Plaskolite. AMGARD, also available in
polycarbonate, is a transparent sheet formulated with a silver ion antimicrobial agent that protects the surface from microorganism growth.
Silver ion antimicrobial technology protects AMGARD surfaces from
degradation by preventing the spread and growth of microorganisms.
The technology is built into AMGARD during the manufacturing process
and remains active for the life of the product.
Certified laboratories have independently tested AMGARD to
ISO 22196 “Measurement of Antimicrobial Activity on Plastics /
Non-Porous Surfaces” – the industry standard for measuring
Antimicrobial activity on Plastics and confirmed a reduction in the
growth of microorganisms on the sheet surface.

AMGARD is antimicrobial acrylic or
polycarbonate sheet contains a silver ion
additive to protect the sheet surface from
microorgasim growth

Furthermore, Cameron Mitchell Restaurants opted for the SR
formulation of AMGARD which provides provides enhanced scratch
resistance and exceptional protection from many common disinfecting
cleansers. This high performing coating won’t impact the antimicrobial
properties of the sheet and keeps the crystal-clear clarity and impact
strength toughness of sheet intact.

Hostess station protected by AMGARD sheet
(shown with masking on)

For more on AMGARD please visit www.plaskolite.com/amgard
or contact a distributor near you.
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